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Abstract
Reviews of "The Role of High Technology in Training," by Daniel Bissonnet; "Beyond Wilderness," Aperture;
"Document Design from 1980 to 1989: Challenges That Remain," by Karen A. Schriver.
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Reviews

"The Role of High Te chn ology In Training," b y Daniel Bissonnet
i n T.H.E. Journal. Vol. 17. No. 10. June 1990 , pp. 5 1-53.
81ssonet's article typifies the mixed altitudes trainers hold when discussing the role of h igh technology as a training tool. He advocates the use
of high tech nology In training because It saves both time and money, yet
recognizes Its prtmary drawbacks-both time and money.
High technology traJning (HTIl, Bissonnetargues. Is cosl effe ctlve. When
groups need to receive the same type training but are dispersed or not ready
for the training at the same time. a standardized. readUy avaUable training
program Is the solution. Training time also Is reduced. as Is preparation for
multiple sessions. when high tech approaches are integrated Into training
programs.
Simula tions by computers or video programming saves time and money
and provides traJnlng without r isks. A 1984 IBM study. Blssonnet reports.
shows ~interac Uve video to be about three times more effective at teaching
than a n Instructor. ~ He. howeve r. recognizes problems In determlnlngwhlch
type of training Is best suited for Interactive video and h opes a n answer will
be found in the 1990s.
One key benefit to HIT Is Its ability to expand traJning beyond a
classroom . Private industry u ses HIT to bring training Into the plant. An
example at Northrop and Martin Marietta demonstrates how an Apple
computer is u sed to break a process Into s hort bites for immediate on-site
learning.
Rapidly changing techniques a lso can be demonstrated and taught
through HIT. Blssonnet reports that 75 percent ofthe workers employed In
1988 would need retraining by 2000. Today's young workers may have four
careers- two of them may not even exist loday. That speaks loudly for a need
for improved in-service training techniques.
One key complaint regarding high technology training Is that It is only
fo r the rich . The high cost can only be Justified If many people are going to
u se the training or If simulators a re the only realistic alterna tive because the
real Items are too expensive to u se In teaching s kills through traditional
methods. CurrenUy only the Covernment and Fortune 1000 companies are
Implementing HIT on any la rge scale.
Another stumbling block is the s hort life of hardware and courseware.
Ignorance and a dearth of objective s tandards of evaluation, he says, allows
some poorly designed programs to be marketed. Combined with potential
compatibility problems. HIT faces massive adoption problems. ·With all the
different lase r fonnals, tran smission standards for data, a nd ha rdware
differen ces, it is no wonder nothing works outside ofa very narrow spectrum
defined by the manufactu rers. ~
As trainers. Blssonet says. regardless of personal stands on adoption of
HIT. the cha nges imposed on the role of training is intimidating.
!he fact remains,· he said. ~that high -tech communication products
will be used In training. The important questions are how those products will
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be used, what technologies are most elTective for dllTerent subjects (not to
mention dilTerent students with dllTerent learning styles), and what technologies wtll emerge as domlna nt.Blssonnet's only prediction for the future is simply that the best
technology and methods will rise to the top, and then hindsight will make
everything crystal clear. Newer toys will always be vying for attention.
Blssonnet never unequivocally voices an opinion for or against HTf. He
does, however. provide the reader with preliminary infonnatlon. For those
readers seeking s upport for implementing a training program integrating a
mixture of technology tools, the article does present aspects on the cost and
scope such a venture entails. But ACE readers will be disappointed that
8 issonnetdoes not make the transition from industry to campus setllngs or
olTer even hypothe tical campus examples.

Debrah Jefferson
University oj Missouri-Columbia
"Beyond Wilderness." Aperture. No. 120. late summer 1990.
Published by the Aperture Foundation Inc., 20 East 23d Street.
New York, New York 10010.

From the post·CMl War geological sU lVeys of the Ame rican West to the
present, visual images have played a crucial role in the public debate over
wilderness, land use, and natural resource policy tn the United Stales. TIlis
issue of Aperture, a quarterly journal devoted to what Its editors describe as
-the most signlflcant work tn photography. - explores how photographs-and
more recently video-have communicated environmental concerns and
influenced political decisions.
The power of the visual Image is no surprise. The photographs of the
USDA's Fann Security Administration photo project etched the economic
and social consequences of the Depression In our national memory. Photographs were instrumental in the civil rights movement and Vietnam.
But this issue of Aperture holds special Interest for land grant communicators because it deals with a subject close to our hearts: communicating
about the land. Not so many years ago thai primarily meant chronicling the
wonders of ever increasing agricultural productivity. So, today. many of us
a re now having to respond to requests from our administrators. scientists
a nd Extension stalT for help in addressing environmental Issues.
If nothing else. this collection of short essays and exqUiSitely reproduced
photographs demonstrates the IntertWining of photography and environ·
mentalism. And it reminds u s that environmental concerns didn't begin with
Earth Day in the early 1970s. but rather have a relatively long history In the
United States.
That history Is admirably reviewed In -land and Landscape.~ an essay
by ApertlUe editor Charles Hagen. Hagen explores the Influence of the
publications issued by various environmental groups. The Sierra Club
pioneered the -exh ibit format~ book. oversized and carefully printed books
with inspirlngwtldemess photographs and poetic texts. This Is lheAmerfcan
Earth (1960) and In Wildness Is the Preservationojthe World (I 962) focused
https://newprairiepress.org/jac/vol75/iss1/10
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led the
attack on
specific conservation issues, The Place No One Knew: Glen Canyon on the
Colorado (1963) alerted Americans to what had been los t to government dam
building, Time and the River Ftowlng: The Grand Canyon contributed to the
successful fight against two dams the Bureau of Reclamation proposed to
build in the Grand Canyon.
Magazines published by environmental groups place heavy emphasIs
on photography. T.H. Watkins, editor of Wilderness, the monthly magazine
of the Wilderness Society, says his magazine Is using more photos now than
ever before. -People can't save what they don't know, and photography Is still
the best medium for getting this across .... Photography gives the magazine
tremendous weight on the Hill and among 1V and newspaper people.·
In -A Growing Awareness: Environmental Groups and the Media,· Joel
Connelly, national correspondent for the Seattle Post·lntelHgencer. explores
how environmental groups have used the media. Referring to Mao's admonition tha t political power grows out of the barrel of a gun, Connelly says,
· In the world of the 1990s, however. political and environmental change flow
through the lens of a camera. Environmentalists learned this lesson long
ago.·
Connelly discusses examples of how such groups as the Sierra Club,
Greenpeace, and the Natural Resources Defense Council have successfully
carried their messages through the media. Says Brock Evans ofthe National
Audubon Society. ~Vlsual images are the key for us. They've kept ancient
forests s tandIng and oil rigs out of the Arctic Refuge.·
This Issue of ApertLUe Is profusely illustrated with photographs by
notables ranging from Barbara Bosworth to Alan Tibbetts. Of special note
Is a series of aerial photographs of the Kansas prairie taken byTeny Evans.
The title of this Issue, -Beyond Wilderness,· Is the theme that unifies
Aperture's essays and photos: It Is time to turn public debate away from
wilderness preservation and direct It Instead toward developing a new.
e nlightened land ethic that applies to all land. The controversies over old
growth fore s ts and the fate of Columbia River salmon runs are an indication
that the debate has already begun in the Pacific Northwest.
Ifwe. as land grant communicators, are going to provide our scientists
a nd Extension staff the best possible counsel. we must be aware of the
history of land Issues and the key role played by visual Images. -Beyond
Wilderness· is a good place to start.
Tom Gentle
Oregon Slate University

"Document Design from 1980 to 1989: Challenges That Remain," by Kar en A. Schriver, Technical Communica tion: Journa l of the Society for Technical Communicatio ns. Fourth
Quarte r 1989. Society for Technical Commu nication , 8 15 Fift eenth St. N.W .• Wash ingto n . D.C. 20005. pp. 3 16-33 1 .
Document design began In the 1930s, but much oflts theory, research,
and practice was between 1980-1989. This article provides a brief evolution
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of document design and stresses the need to Integrate theory and research
with practice. From it, we get a feel of what to expect in the 1990s if we are
to communicate successfully through our publications.
Documentdeslgn Is not the process offonnattlng text to make It visually
appealing nor Is It desktop publishing. The organization and fonnat of a
document may be just as Important as Its language.
Document designers are frequently hired to find creative solutions to a
wide variety of ill defined communications problems faCing business,
Industry, government, and education. Document designers are discovering
.that distinguishing the writing they do for novices, Intermediates, and
experts is becoming Increasingly Important.
Document design Is the theory and practice of creating comprehensible,
usable, and persuasive texts. Text In this article includes oral, written.
visual, and verbal text. Document design draws on the theory and research
about how people produce and use text, particularly how they read. write,
understand, and are motivated by text. It Is concerned with readers and
writers and how writers can provide readers with texts they can use and
understand. It emphasizes both verbal and visual dimensions.
Ten years ago document design highlighted the Importance of composition, cognitive psychology, Instructional deSign, readability, human factors, graphic design. and psycholingulstics.
The knowledge that a deSigner needs to draw on expanded rapidly
during the past decade. Now, new factors Include rhetoric, social psychology, reading comprehensIon, human and computer Interaction, computer
technologies, discourse analysis, and cultural studies.
Cognitive psychology tells us some ofthe key decisions people make as
they read and write. Social psychology sheds light on how people fonn
impressions of others and how they negotiate communication situations.
Psycholingulstics looks at the complex interactions between readers and
texts. Computing technologies makes us aware of Innovative ways to deliver.
A recent addition to the field is cultural studies which help us anticipate the
asswnptions, motivations, and reasons that people read and wrtte as they do.
Key Clusters Of Research In Document Design

Document design is an emerging discipline. Most of the work up to now
has clustered In five areas of research (I) writers, (2) readers, (3) text desIgn.
(4) text evaluation, and (5) communication technologies.
Cluster One: Research Focused on Writers-Research In the past 10
years focused on both writers' processes and writers' context. Researchers
are studying the process of writing itself and looking at how context
Influences what writers do.
During the 1970s, attention was focused on written products; In the
1980s, on writing processes; and, In the 1990s, research Includes processes
and products in context.
Cluster Two: Research Focused on Readers-Research Into readers'
needs investigated the goals, expectations, Infonnation requirements. preferences. performance abilities, and learning strategies of readers with
varying backgrounds.
One of the more Interesting findings is that readers' ability to construct
meaning from text is partly related to their ability to think about their own
understanding as they read.
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concerns the effects of various text designs on readers' comprehension.
performance. and textual preferences. Researchers are ttying to determine
why some texts are easy to understand while others make readers struggle
for understanding.
Cluster Four: Research Focused on Text Evaluation-This research
develops, refines. and tests alternative methodologies for assessing the
effectiveness of text. Today, most research is into persuasiveness. comprehensibility. memorability, and usability. This Is playing an enonnous role in
education, the mllitaty, and Industry. In education, researchers are Investigating methods for assessing the effectiveness of textbooks used by
children and adults. This Is the most critical area of research. Experienced
text evaluators are paying close attention to text problems caused by what
Is written and what Is left out. They are sensitive to problems of commission
such as faulty syntax and problems of omission such as missing examples.
Cluster Five: Research Focused on Communication TechnologiesMajor research thrusts Include how people use the new media and how
particular features influence human-machine Interaction. New media Includes online infonnatlon. online help, natural-language Interfaces. hypertext.
video disk, CD-ROM. etc.
The old Industry stereotype that "anybody who can speak. can write" is
proving grossly Inadequate. When just "anybody" wrItes. they almost always
fail. As the 1990s progress, companies around the world have or are
planning to create departments dedicated to document design. Many
colleges and universities are developing programs in document design.
Managers of publications departments and writers are now expected to have
master's ordoctoral degrees In rhetOriC. document design, or professional or
technical communication.
Two problems persist to constrain document design research. They are
the status of document design within the academy and the lack of funding.
lraditlonally. nonacademic discourse has been viewed as an ugly
stepsister of academic discourse and had the lowest political status in
English departments. Today, the progressive departments have tenured
rhetoriC, document design. and technical communications faculty as well.
Since the U.S. government sponsored the Document Design Project
(1978-1981). it has allocated no major funds for document design research.
When companies fund document design. it is frequently to "put out fires."
Because government and Industry tend to fund "revisions of X" or "guidelines for Y," deSigners have generated a lot of excellent solutions to
communication problems. By addressing global Issues. document design
will become a powerful and respected discipline.
Schriver feels optimistic that the next lOyears will mark a turning point
in document design research internationally. She says it seems likely that
governments and Industries throughout the world will become more concerned with understanding the communications practices of other cultures.
Such a realization may lead to collaborative efforts for funding research on
problems common to communicators.
Carol Sanders Reiner
University oj Arkansas
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